Section 13-1-128 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1984, Chapter 65, Section 101, as amended)
Subsection E required by NM to post on local public body web site.

SOLE SOURCE JUSTIFICATION REQUEST FORM
Instructions: Briefly describe the items or service requested and list in detail the reason for requesting the Sole Source designation.
Include substantiating data such as; companies contacted and the reason for elimination, technical data, etc. Since this is a request to
depart from the mandated procedure for competition, request without support cannot be considered. The CNM Buyer may require
additional information and remains the final authority in the determination of a Sole Source acquisition.

Date: April 12, 2021
Prepared by: Jason Gomez
Vendor/Contractor
Name:
GRAY ASSOCIATES INC
Address:
355 SUDBURY ROAD
City, State, Zip:
CONCORD, MA. 01742
Cost: $117,150.00+NMGRT
Term of Contract: 3-Year
Description of Item/Service to be procured: (listing of the services, construction or items of tangible personal property procured
under the contract)

Subscription Fees: Annual Fees for our Subscription to PES+ with multi-year renewal terms for 3
years. ($22,050.00 + NMGRT / year for a 3-year contract term, or $66,150.00 + NMGRT Total Cost)
Additional Users: Multiple-User bundled minute license fee, to include up to 10 unique usernames
and passwords, multiple users at a time, limit of 1,000 shared minutes per month. (Included with a
3-year commitment)
***Optional PEP Data Update(s): $17,000.00 + NMGRT / year for a 3-year contract term, or
$51,000.00 + NMGRT Total Cost)
Cost Breakout (w/ optional PEP data Updates):
Yearly Cost: $22,050.00 + $17,000.00 + NMGRT = $39,050.00 + NMGRT
Total Cost: $66,150.00 + $51,000.00 + NMGRT = $117,150.00 + NMGRT
(Reference attached 'Annual Subscription to Renew Gray's Program Evaluation System Plus and
Data Update to Gray's Program Economics Platform' Proposal)
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Below is the summary of information regarding the justification for your request for the Sole Source Procurement.

1. Explain why this is the only available source that can meet the needs of your department.

Central New Mexico Community College (CNM) has worked with Gray Associates to develop a
Program Economics model to estimate and track total revenue, expenses, and net contribution of
each program. This Program Evaluation System Plus (PES+) program has been produced to
reflect the data specific to CNM and its economic modeling.

2. Explain why this vendor is the only available source from which to obtain this product or service.
The company has affirmed (memo from vendor is attached) that there is no other source for this
item. Our search for possible vendors proved futile; OR
Other reason, please explain in full. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Please refer to attached 'Program Evaluation Capabilities and Workshop Unique Capabilities'
memo provided by Gray Associates Inc.

3.

Explain why the price is considered fair and reasonable.
Yes, this price is considered fair and reasonable. Gray’s Program Evaluation System Plus (PES+)
combines public and proprietary data sources, sophisticated crosswalks, and robust business
intelligence (BI) software to track market demand specific for CNM's academic programs.
Additionally, the PES+ enables CNM to: Increase Revenue from Tuition, Reduce Cost, and
Reduce Time-to-Market as outlined in Gray Associates' proposal. ( Proposal attached )
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4. Describe the efforts made to obtain the best possible price from this sole source vendor for the
taxpayers. What (if any) is the total cost savings from the original quote? (Attach additional sheets if
necessary).

Central New Mexico Community College (CNM) has worked with Gray Associates to develop a
Program Economics model to estimate and track revenues, cost and net contribution for each
program. This Program Evaluation System Plus (PES+) program has been produced to reflect
the data specific to CNM and its economic modeling.
Gray Associates has provided discounts to CNM in continuing with its subscription as outlined in
their attached proposal.
These include:
- 10% Annual Savings for PES+ 3-year Subscription Fee
- 10% Annual Savings for Optional PEP Data Update
- $4,500.00 savings w/ 3-year Term: Multi-User Bundle option
- Included: Access to the Integrated Program Dashboard

APPROVALS:
Based on the above stated facts, the Purchasing Department has made the determination the justification for the
Sole Source procurement is in accordance with §13-1-126 and will be posted for a 30-day period prior to award.

Jason Gomez

Olivia Padilla-Jackson

Print Requester Name

Print Dean/Chairman/Director Name

Exec. Assistant to the VP 4/12/2021

V.P. Finance & Operations 4/12/2021

Title and date:

Title and date:

Jason J. Gomez

Digitally signed by Jason J. Gomez
Date: 2021.04.16 15:24:32 -06'00'

Requester Signature

Olivia Padilla-Jackson

Digitally signed by Olivia PadillaJackson
Date: 2021.04.16 15:53:11 -06'00'

Dean/Chairman/Director Signature

Pursuant to §13-1-126, the 30-day posting period of the Notice of Intent to Award this Sole Source request
was met and no objections to award to the above referenced contractor were received. This Sole Source
determination will be valid for the term indicated on page one (1) of this form.

April 12, 2021
Purchasing Buyer

Date

Purchasing Director

Date

Required Attachments:
• Letter from Contractor, if applicable.
• Campaign Contribution Form (Buyer)
• Other supporting documentation.
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Gray Associates, Inc.
Program Evaluation Capabilities and Workshop
Unique Capabilities
Gray Associates offers the only integrated data, software, and processes designed to help higher-education
institutions evaluate each of their programs and their program portfolio as a whole.
▪

Custom Market Definitions: Gray works with clients to define markets that correctly align with the
areas from which they draw students. These custom market definitions ensure that the data provided
specifically represent the areas served by the school, not standard counties or MSAs.

▪

Customized Scoring Rubrics: Gray’s Program Evaluation System (PES) enables clients to
customize program scoring rubrics to reflect institutional priorities. The rubrics allow schools to set
thresholds and weights for over 40 market criteria in four categories: Student Demand, Competition,
Employment, and Degree Fit. Clients can also create multiple scoring rubrics; for example,
undergraduate and graduate programs may have their own rubrics, as can departments.

▪

Program Scorecards: Gray has developed Program Scorecards that provide all our market data on a
single page. The Scorecards allow decision-makers to quickly assess an individual program market.
Competing systems may scatter results across several screens and may require repeated searches to
find relevant data for a single program.

▪

Critical and Unique Data on Student Demand: Our data includes information that is not offered
by other program data providers, including critical information on student demand:
–

–

–
–

Actual Student Inquiries: Gray provides data on over 70 million student inquiries by program,
location, degree level, and preferred modality (online or on-campus). This data is updated
quarterly. To the best of our knowledge, no other program data provider or consulting firm offers
this data.
Google Search: Gray pulls Google search data for student searches on 200 programs,
incorporating 25 keywords per program and over 3,000 counties in the U.S. This data is updated
quarterly. To the best of our knowledge, no other program data provider or consulting firm offers
this data.
International Student Pageviews: Gray tracks international student interest (pageviews) by
discipline, subdiscipline, destination location, and country of origin.
IPEDS Completions: Gray also summarizes data from IPEDS on completions per program.
This data is widely available, but it represents decisions that were made 2-8 years ago when
students chose their majors or degree program. The inquiry and Google search data represent
choices made in the last 90 days (plus history on prior periods).

▪

Corrected Competitor Geo-Location: IPEDS reports almost all completions in the headquarters
location of online institutions; for example, almost all University of Phoenix completions are reported
in Phoenix. Gray used data from NC-SARA to correctly place students in their home markets; as
illustrated below, 95% of University of Phoenix’s online students are outside of Arizona. This
correction affects local competitive intensity, the competitors each local institution really faces, and
measures local job market saturation (e.g., job postings per completion). It is vital to state and
programmatic authorities who must make decisions on what new programs to approve and the
number of seats required to meet employer needs.

▪

Competitive Intensity: Gray is the only firm that has developed measures of competitive intensity
(not just counts of competitors and completions). For each metric, such as completions per capita,
we compare a school’s local market with over 100 other markets to determine market saturation.

▪

Jobs for Generalists: We offer a range of data on employment, including BLS statistics and job
postings. Other firms assume program graduates only go into fields for which they are directly
prepared. This works well for some programs, like nursing, where 84% of graduates go on to be
nurses. However, it is grossly inaccurate for programs, like liberal arts, which provide general
training that can be used in a variety of fields. Gray is unique in using the American Community
Survey to determine what jobs generalists actually get; we then identify these jobs as available for
program graduates. This is critical to correctly understand employment opportunities, especially in
liberal arts where there are often 10 times more generalist jobs available than an analysis of related
fields would suggest.

▪

Internal Data: Gray’s systems can incorporate client program data, such as enrollment and
instructional cost, which can be displayed on the Program Scorecard, with the market data. To the
best of our knowledge, competing systems do not allow institutions to upload data.

▪

Portfolio-Level Evaluation: PES allows clients to score over 1,400 IPEDs programs at the same
time for each of their markets. In a few seconds, PES provides the institution with an internally
consistent ranking of all current and potential new programs, by market. To the best of our
knowledge, competing services only provide data on one program at a time, which must then be
exported for cross-program comparisons. As we understand it, competitors’ program-level data is
adequate for individual program assessments, but their systems are very time-consuming and
error-prone when a portfolio includes dozens of programs that need to be evaluated.

▪

Multi-Location Evaluation and Geo-Targeting: Our scoring system rates and ranks programs in
several markets simultaneously, so schools can decide what programs to offer, and where to offer
them.

▪

Integrated Program Economics: Gray not only provides market data, we also offer systems to
calculate the contribution margin of every course and program offered by the institution. If
appropriate, we can also calculate and allocate departmental and institutional overhead to programs.
This data is a critical factor that should inform program decisions.

▪

Facilitated Program Strategy Workshops: Gray has designed and developed a Program Strategy
Workshop that enables clients to use our data, combined with institutional judgment, to decide which
programs to “Start, Stop, Sustain, or Grow.” The workshop engages participants from the Academic,
Operational, and Administrative areas in a transparent and documented process. We have run over 30
workshops for schools of all types and sizes. The workshops have helped these institutions identify
major growth opportunities, win millions in funding for capital projects, and reduce investment in
outdated programs. The workshops have also built consensus and support for program decisions that
might otherwise have divided the community. To the best of our knowledge, no other firm offers
these workshops.

Annual Subscription to Renew Gray’s
Program Evaluation System Plus and
Data Update to Gray’s
Program Economics Platform

April 9, 2021
www.GrayAssociates.com

Benefits – PES+
This proposal is for a renewal of your subscription to Gray’s Program Evaluation System Plus. The
subscription services can help you achieve the following objectives:

1. Use the best available market data for strategic program analysis, including:
§ Student demand
§ Market size
§ Educational attainment
2. Jump-Start Growth. PES+ shows existing programs that can extend to other markets or
campuses. You can jump-start growth by adding an existing program to a current campus—or by
adding markets for existing online programs.
3. Design Market-Driven Program Portfolios. Using PES+, you can focus on your geographic
markets and communities, and design the best program portfolio for them, including programs to
Start, Stop, or Grow.
4. Improve Marketing ROI. Some local markets will respond better to your marketing than others.
PES+ identifies markets with high demand and limited competition, where your marketing ROI will
be higher for online or on-campus programs.
5. Identify Needed Repairs. If a program scores well but performs poorly, it is a fixer-upper. In a
few minutes, PES+ can flag these problems, so you can get repairs underway, address outcomes,
and attract more students.
6. Understand and Respond to Market Trends in Student Demand and Competitor Marketing.
Is demand for a specific program in a specific area growing or shrinking? Is there evidence of
intensifying or weakening competitor marketing activity? PES+ can help you identify these trends
so you can develop appropriate responses.
7. Speed Up Analysis. Regulators, employers, competitors, and your prospective students are
moving fast. PES+ allows you to evaluate the markets for all of your current and potential
programs in minutes, so you stay ahead of the crowd.
8. Improve Analysis. PES+ is not perfect, but we have invested years in fixing federal databases
(e.g., IPEDS), acquiring unique data (inquiries and placement rates), and repairing crosswalks that
often align programs with the wrong jobs. We eliminate many of the common errors in program
research and analysis.
9. Update Program Data and Decisions. PES+ updates your market data and your scores. You
can revisit a program, see if the data has changed, and re-evaluate its potential. We also enhance
the system itself to provide new data, better data, and enhanced analyses to support your program
decisions.
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Benefits – PEP
Central New Mexico has worked with Gray Associates to develop a Program Economics model to
estimate and track profitability by program. Central New Mexico Community College would like to
update the data in the model to reflect the most recent academic term or academic year. This proposal
is for a direct and indirect data update and an extension of your subscription to Gray’s Program
Economics model. These services can help you achieve the following objectives:

1. Sustain metrics and standards for program contribution
§ Revenue by course and program
§ Direct costs by course and program
§ Indirect costs allocable to each program
§ Contribution margin percentages and dollars by program
2. Identify critical levers to improve program contribution (e.g., course scheduling)

3. Identify courses and programs that are economically viable despite low enrollments
4. Make better-informed decisions on programs to grow, fix, or stop
5. Better balance of faculty workloads and cost
6. Allow for ongoing financial tracking of courses, sections, and programs
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Benefits - Integrated Program Dashboard
Quarterly

Annual
§ Student
Outcomes
§ Margins
§ Student,
Faculty & Staff
Ratios

§ Starts
§ Retention
§ Course
Completion
§ Student
Surveys

Bi-Annual
§ Curriculum
§ Resources
§ Longitudinal
Outcomes

Integrated Program Dashboard

Mission

Academic
Standards

Margins

Markets

The Integrated Program Dashboard combines all the data about program
mission, academic standards, markets, and margins into a summary view. Data
can be updated automatically from the Program Evaluation System Plus and
Program Economics Platform. Institutional leaders can track enrollment,
outcomes, margins, and progress towards inclusion and other goals on a
regular basis. We suggest quarterly reviews to assess progress on new
programs, teach-outs, and other programs that have been flagged for fixes.
This is also a good time to scan the portfolio to spot any emerging problems or
opportunities.

§ Integrated view of program Mission, Academic Standards, Markets, and Margins
§ Customized inputs
§ Updated regularly
§ Quarterly check-ins to track progress and flag concerns
§ Annual program assessments and comparisons provide a portfolio-level view
§ Comprehensive data readily available for program accreditors and regulators
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Timing and Scope – PES+
1. Term: Your service will renew on November 1, 2021 and will continue for the duration of the
contract period chosen. The contract is non-cancellable and subscription fees are not refundable.
2. Online Access to Data: Gray will continue to provide online access to the Program Evaluation
System Plus dataset for the duration of the subscription. You will retain your current number of
login credentials. Gray agrees to minimize any system downtime required for maintenance and
data updates during daytime business hours.
3. Limitations of Use: Your subscription to the Program Evaluation System Plus is granted for
internal use only. You may not resell or publish the dataset in part or whole. You may use
summarized excerpts based on the dataset in public documents or statements.
4. Subscription Scope:

Dimension

Included Scope

Subscribing Entity

Central New Mexico Community College. Sharing of access or of
substantial portions of PES+ outside the subscribing entity is not
permitted without prior written permission from Gray.

Geographic Markets

No change

Programs

All IPEDS programs
(Approximately 1,400)

Users

No change
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Timing and Scope - PEP
1. Updates: Both direct and indirect data updates.
2. Term: Starting on the date this update is complete, your subscription to the Program Economics
model will be extended so it expires 24 months after the data update is delivered. The contract is
non-cancellable and subscription fees are not refundable.
3. Online Access to Data: Gray will continue to provide online access to the Program Economics
model for the duration of the subscription. You will retain your current number of login
credentials. Gray agrees to minimize any system downtime required for maintenance and data
updates during daytime business hours.
4. Users: No change.

- Additional Super Users may be added for $800 each per year. OR
- Central New Mexico may also choose the Multi-User, multi-bundle option (up to 10
users/1000
minutes per month)
5. Datasets: File structures unchanged since last update. If your file structures have changed, this
will require additional work to update and validate your data, requiring additional fees.
6. Schedule: Once data files are received, system update will be completed within four to eight
weeks.
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Timing and Scope –
Integrated Program Dashboard
Integrated Program Dashboard
§Subscription Activation: You will have access to the Integrated Program Dashboard when you
receive your login credentials for PES+. Your subscription will activate and renew on the same
dates as your subscription to PES+.
§Dashboard Customization: Upon subscription activation, you can begin customizing the Mission
quadrant of the Dashboard by entering data directly into the system. Gray will send a data request
within one week of receiving a signed proposal for data on Academic Standards (e.g., outcomes).
This data will be added to the Dashboard within two weeks of Gray receiving this data. Market data
will be added when your PES+ system is configured (typically within two weeks of activation).
Financial data will be added upon delivery of your fully configured PEP system. Full customization
typically takes two to three months to complete, depending on the availability of data from the
institution’s systems.
§Data Updates: Market data will be updated quarterly. Financial data will be updated after each
PEP data update is completed.

System

Element

Scope

Integrated Program
Dashboard

Programs

All programs currently offered by your institution
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Subscription Fees
Subscription Fees: Annual fees for your subscription to PES+ are detailed in the table below.
Single-year and multi-year renewal terms are available. Multi-year contracts provide discounted
pricing based on current rates and lock in rates for the duration of the contract. Single-year contracts
are subject to yearly price increases upon renewal.
Please indicate the desired contract term in the check boxes provided.
Please check desired contract term

PES+ Contract Term

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

1-Year

$24,500

3-Year

$22,050

$22,050

$22,050

5-Year

$20,825

$20,825

$20,825

$20,825

$20,825

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Percentage
Savings
0%
10%
15%

Please check desired contract term

PEP Data Update

Year 1

1-Year

$19,000

3-Year

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

5-Year

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Percentage
Savings
0%
10%
21%

Please check desired contract term

Integrated Program
Dashboard
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Year 1

1-Year

$10,000

3-Year

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

5-Year

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

Percentage
Savings
100%
100%

$10,000

$10,000

100%
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Subscription Fees
Additional Users: One Super User license is included with an annual PES+ subscription. Gray offers
two license options for additional users (check one):
Super User License: $800 each.
One username and password, single user at a time, unlimited user minutes.
or
Multiple-User Bundled Minute License: $1,500 (included with 3- and 5-year commitment)
Up to 10 unique usernames and passwords, multiple users at a time,
limit of 1,000 shared minutes per month.
Expenses: In addition, Gray charges for expenses, primarily travel, as they are incurred. We do not
anticipate any expenses associated with this subscription.
Invoicing Schedule: Gray will invoice for the single-year renewal option, or Year One of multi-year
options on acceptance of this proposal. For multi-year contracts, PES+ subscription fees for
subsequent years (after Year One) will be invoiced annually 30 days prior to the renewal date.
Proposal Expiration: This proposal is valid for six months.
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Acceptance
If the foregoing Statement of Work properly represents the work to be performed, it can serve as an
agreement between Gray and Central New Mexico Community College. Please sign a copy and return it
to Gray; we will sign and return a fully executed agreement to you.
Accepted and Agreed on Behalf of
Gray Associates

Accepted and Agreed on Behalf of
Central New Mexico Community College

Print Name: Robert G. Atkins

Print Name:

Title: CEO

Title:

Signature:

Signature:

Date:

Date:

Gray Associates, Inc.
Terms and Conditions
These Terms and Conditions shall govern the services set forth in the Proposal of which
these Terms and Conditions form a part. Acceptance of the Proposal constitutes
acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.
1. Performance Standards: Gray will perform the work described in the Proposal (the “Services”) in
a professional and workmanlike manner, as described in the work plans set forth in such Proposal
and agreed with the Client.
2. Payment: Client agrees to pay Gray the professional fees described in the Proposal, plus projectrelated expenses as they are incurred. Invoices will be paid within 30 days after Gray submits the
invoice to the client. Client agrees to pay Gray 1% per month for invoices over 30 days past due.
3. Changes To the Proposal: Client or Gray may request changes to the Services described in the
Proposal. Client and Gray must document and agree to these changes in work, scope, fees, and/or
expenses. The changes will then be considered binding addendums to the Proposal.
4. Confidentiality: Gray and Client have entered into a Mutual Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure
Agreement (“MNDA”), and hereby agree that the terms of the MNDA will be deemed incorporated
herein. The parties further agree that in the event that there is a conflict between these Terms and
Conditions and the MNDA regarding the subject matter thereof, the terms of the MNDA will control.
5. Limitation of Liability: Except for either party’s breach of the MNDA, in no event will either party
or its affiliates be liable to any party for any special, indirect, incidental, punitive, consequential or
exemplary damages, direct or indirect, of any kind or nature arising out of or related to the Services,
or the Proposal, even if such party will have been advised of the possibility of such damages. The
foregoing will apply regardless of whether such liability arises in contract, negligence, tort, product
liability, strict liability or any other theory of liability. Under no circumstances will Gray or its
affiliates be liable to Client or any third party for an amount greater than one month of fees agreed to
in the Proposal. In no event shall Gray be liable in any respect for damages resulting from (a) any
unauthorized access to or use of, or alteration or modification of, any Services, or any related
documentation or materials, (b) any third-party data or content, or (c) any academic program
decision made by Client in reliance on the Services.
6. Insurance: Gray and Client warrant that each will maintain sufficient insurance coverage to enable
each to meet their obligations created by the Proposal and by law.
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Terms and Conditions (continued)
7. Third Party Data; Responsibility for Decision Making: Client acknowledges that, in
performing and delivering the Services, Gray collects and uses data and forecasts from various third
party sources. While Gray believes such sources and data to be reliable, it can give no representation,
warranty, or assurance of such reliability, or as to the correctness, completeness, or accuracy or noninfringement of such sources and data, all of which are hereby expressly disclaimed. Client further
agrees and acknowledges that Gray is not liable for any decisions made by Client following use of the
Services, or the consequences of such decisions. All academic program decisions are the sole and
exclusive responsibility of Client. Gray is further not liable for the continued availability of any
particular data source.
8. Indemnification: Gray agrees to defend, hold harmless, and indemnify Client from and against
any and all claims, damages, losses, suits, actions, demands, proceedings, expenses, and/or liabilities
of any kind, (including but not limited to reasonable attorneys' fees incurred and/or those necessary
to successfully establish the right to indemnification) threatened, asserted or filed (collectively,
“Claims”) by a third party against Client to the extent that such Claim alleges that the Services
infringe or violate any patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret or other proprietary right of a third
party; and in any case only in the event such Claims do not result from the negligent or willful acts of
Client or its employees or agents. Client agrees to defend, hold harmless, and indemnify Gray from
and against any and all Claims that arise out of or relate to any use by Client of the Services, any
breach or alleged breach by Client of the Proposal or these Terms and Conditions, or Client’s violation
of the intellectual property rights of another, in any case only in the event such Claims do not result
from the grossly negligent or willful acts of Gray or its employees or agents. The foregoing indemnity
is conditioned upon the party seeking indemnification providing prompt written notice of such Claim
to the indemnifying party, granting the indemnifying party control of the defense of such claim, and
cooperating with all reasonable requests of the indemnifying party in the defense thereof.
9. Use Rights; Ownership: Gray grants the Client a royalty-free, non-exclusive, non-transferable and
non-sublicensable right to use the Services solely for Client’s internal business operations, subject to
the terms and conditions set forth in this Section. Client may not decompile, reverse engineer,
modify or create derivative works based upon, sell, rent, transfer, license, distribute or otherwise
make available to third parties, copy, publish or reproduce, or commercially exploit the Services or
any related documentation or materials, and shall be prohibited from removing or obscuring, and
agrees not to remove or obscure, any notice of copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret or restricted
or limited rights contained on or with respect to the Services and any related documentation or
materials. Reports and other materials prepared by Gray solely for Client and that are unique to
Client (the “Reports”) shall be works made for hire and shall be owned by Client. Gray shall retain
sole ownership of and all intellectual property rights in, to and under (a) the Program Evaluation
System, Market Analysis Program, Program Economics Project, other Gray Data Systems, and any
related documentation and materials other than Reports, (b) any data not provided by Client used in
connection with the Services, and (c) any deliverables produced by Gray or its agents or
subcontractors as a result of the Services (including designs, templates, processes, methodologies and
procedures) that are not Reports, all of which Client expressly acknowledges are owned by
Gray or third parties (the “Gray Products”). Gray hereby grants to the Client a royalty-free,
non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable right to use such Gray Products solely in
connection with the Client’s use of the Services, subject to these Terms and Conditions. All rights not
expressly granted by these Terms and Conditions are reserved to Gray.
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Terms and Conditions (continued)
10. Non-Solicitation of Employees: During the term of the Proposal, and for one (1) year after the
conclusion of all Services provided by Gray to Client, neither party shall, either directly or indirectly,
hire, solicit, interfere with or induce to leave their position, any person or entity who was an employee
or independent contractor of the other party at any time during such term.
11. Disclaimer of Warranties: Except as set forth in Section 1 above, Gray does not make any
representation or warranty of any kind regarding the Services, the results of the Services (including
Reports), or any other matter, express or implied, including but not limited to any representations or
warranties of merchantability, title, freedom from error, non-infringement or regarding the
completeness, correctness, accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose or use of any data or system, or
the consequences of use thereof by any party, all of which are hereby expressly disclaimed. Gray
specifically makes no representation or warranty as to the results that may be obtained from the use
of the Services.
12. Termination: Either party may terminate the Proposal upon sixty (60) days prior written notice to
the other party, provided that Gray may terminate or suspend the provision of Services at any time if
Client fails to pay any amount due under the Proposal and such failure is not cured within 10 days of
the due date. Following the effective date of such termination, (a) Gray will not be obligated to
continue performing any terminated Services, and (b) Client will pay Gray for all Services performed
up to the termination date. Exclusion: Proposals or other agreements for Gray Subscription
Services, including our Program Evaluation System, cannot be cancelled prior to the stated
termination or expiration date. Sections 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 of these Terms and Conditions
survive any termination.
13. Governing Law: The Proposal and these Terms and Conditions will be interpreted, construed and
enforced in all respects in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, USA. All
disputes with respect to the Proposal, the Services or these Terms and Conditions shall be resolved
first through negotiations between authorized executives at the parties and then through mediation.
Each party hereby irrevocably consents to this process in connection with any such action, suit,
proceeding or claim. In any mediation or other action to enforce any right or remedy under the
Proposal or these Terms and Conditions or to interpret any provision hereof or thereof, the prevailing
party will be entitled to recover its costs, including all reasonable attorney fees. Notwithstanding
anything contained herein to the contrary, the parties hereto expressly agree that all disputes relating
to fees and invoices shall be resolved exclusively in state and federal courts sitting in Massachusetts,
and the parties hereby consent to such exclusive jurisdiction.
14. Miscellaneous: The parties are and shall remain independent contractors. Neither party may
assign its rights or obligations under the Proposal or these Terms and Conditions without the other
party’s prior written consent; provided that Gray may assign its rights and obligations to a transferee
of substantially all of its assets, stock or other equity. The Proposal, the NDA and these Terms and
Conditions constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof and thereof, and supersede all other previous agreements, written or oral, between the parties
with respect to such subject matter. Gray shall not be liable for any delay or failure to perform
resulting, directly or indirectly, from causes beyond its reasonable control, including without
limitation weather, civil or military authority, acts of war, accidents, natural disasters, power outages
or work stoppages. Notices shall be provided by either party in writing to the address supplied for
notice purposes by the other party (including via electronic mail so long as confirmation of receipt is
obtained).
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Appendix

Program Evaluation System Plus
Overview
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Program Evaluation System Plus: Overview
Gray’s Program Evaluation System Plus (PES+) combines public and proprietary
data sources, sophisticated crosswalks, and robust business intelligence (BI)
software to track market demand for academic programs. Data is compiled at the
census tract level so institutions can pull data for their specific geographic markets.
Custom scoring capabilities let institutions assign weights to every metric so
programs can be evaluated in the context of each schools’ unique priorities. The
time-saving tool allows users to screen hundreds of programs at a time or drill down
on individual programs for in-depth analysis.
Comprehensive, current data:

Customized datasets:

§ Student Demand: Inquiries, Google searches,
Completions

§ Market definitions based on your current and
target geographic markets

§ Employment: BLS jobs, YoY trends,
projections, current job postings, wages,
placement rates, direct-prep and generalist jobs

§ Custom program scoring aligned with your
institutional priorities

§ Competitive Intensity: Competitors’ size and
growth by program (online and on-campus);
competition index, completions per capita,
market saturation
§ Degree Fit: Completions and inquiries by
degree, educational attainment by program
Full reporting capabilities:

Robust analysis:
§ Scores, ranks and reports on every IPEDS
program in your markets
§ Compares programs all at once or in groups
§ Drill down on individual programs
§ Color-coded percentiles provide context
Secure cloud-based severs

§ Pull custom reports in seconds

24/7 access from any connected device

§ Download data to Excel, export to PNG
Illustrative Program Scorecard

Programs to:
§ Start
§ Stop
§ Sustain
§ Grow

New markets
for your
programs
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Key Elements of PES+: Custom Markets
PES+ allows for custom market analytics. Because we map market data down to the census-tract
level (tracts are twice as precise as zip codes), Gray's Program Evaluation System Plus can be
customized to your exact market definitions. Using census tracts also ensures that Gray’s data aligns
precisely with U.S. Census data on population, ethnicity, income and other factors. Gray will work
with you to clarify the geographic scope for program analysis (e.g., within 30-35 miles of your
campuses for on-ground programs, or a larger radius for online programs). This task may involve
discussions about whether to include or exclude particular markets or sites. We can create multiple
market definitions to align with different campuses, programs, degree levels, and/or modalities.
In the example below, 92% of students come from within 35 miles of a campus. In this case, a 35mile radius would be appropriate for defining markets, since it would include the vast majority of
students, without accidentally including potential students, competitors, or jobs that are not really be
part of the college’s market.

Percentage of Students by Distance to Campus
100%
95%

90%
83%

80%

97%

98%

98%

99%

99%

99%

92%

74%

70%
60%
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0
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5
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-8
0
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-8
5
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-9
0
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95 5
-1
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Miles from Student’s Home to Campus

Illustrative map of student
addresses
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Key Elements of PES+: Program Demand Metrics
For the selected geographic markets, Gray creates a dataset for all programs in IPEDS. We pull all
the data for the radius you choose, around each of your campuses. Using QlikSense, you can
evaluate campuses one at a time, in groups, or in total.
Our program evaluation criteria fall into four categories: student demand, employment, competitive
intensity, and degree fit. Within each category, we use several different metrics to cross-validate the
information and provide a comprehensive rating. We can also construct additional or different metrics
to better align with your view of the market. For example, different institutions target very different
mixes of award levels for their programs. The chart below illustrates the categories and metrics we
normally use.

Student Demand

§ Student Inquiries: (U.S.) Units, unit
growth, and % growth
§ Search Volume: Indexed units and
% growth
§ Completions: Units, unit growth, and
% growth
§ International: Student page views

Degree Fit
§ Degree Level: % of completions
and inquiries by degree level
§ Degree Level: % of current
workers by level of educational
attainment
§ Cost: Associate’s and below
national instructional cost index,
student:faculty ratio index

Confidential

Employment
§ US Employment: Total, % growth,
forecast job openings, 10th percentile
and mean wages
§ Wages by Bachelor’s-degree major
and career stage. Associate’s and
below wages
§ Placement Rates: % of graduates
employed (Associate’s and below)
§ Job Postings: Units, unit growth, %
growth, and job postings per graduate

Competitive Intensity
§ Completions: Total and % change
in number of competitors, unit and
% change in program size,
completions per capita
§ Programs Offered Online:
% of programs offered online, % of
completions in online programs
§ Search: Cost per click,
competitive index
§ Student Inquiries: Cost per
inquiry
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Key Elements of PES+: Scoring
The Program Evaluation System Plus includes a scoring rubric in which you can assign values for
every metric. It sums these values to calculate scores for each program in each of the four
categories: student demand, employment opportunities, degree fit, competitive intensity, and an
overall score for each program. We will work with you to refine the rubric and ensure that it correctly
identifies programs that fit your strategy.
The image below shows a scoring rubric for a few of the student demand metrics in a selected market.
The columns list the metrics used for scoring. The area below each column is a user-editable table
for setting scoring rules.

In the “Set Percentile” section (blue
box) you can define your percentile
targets for each metric.

Next, you can assign scores for
each percentile target in the “Set
Score” section (green box).

To inform your scoring decisions,
the next section (red box), shows
percentile values for each metric in
that market. This information
allows you to set targets that reflect
the actual values achieved in this
market. As you reset the targets
and weights, the scores for the
program being evaluated (gold
box), automatically update.

There are similar scoring sheets for employment opportunities, competitive intensity, and
degree fit.
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Key Elements of PES+: Program Comparisons
PES+ produces a Program Ranking Report. Once you set your scoring and select a market, the
Program Ranking Report scores and ranks your current programs, all other IPEDS programs, and any
other groups of programs you choose. This report allows you to identify current programs with strong
growth potential and the best new programs to offer in this market. It will also identify current
programs that may not be a good fit for the market.
The example below shows the top-scoring bachelor’s programs in Illinois. The report ranks programs
by overall market score (top-to-bottom). The bar colors represent the scores the program received on
each individual component (student demand in green, employment opportunities in blue, competitive
intensity in gray, and degree fit in yellow). This allows you to see, at-a-glance, how each demand
category contributes to the overall market score for the program.
A unique feature of Gray’s system is the availability of data on student demand. Many program
assessments focus on labor market statistics to ensure program graduates can find jobs. While vitally
important, Gray’s system also tracks student demand to ensure there is enough interest among
prospective students to fill seats.

Program Ranking Report
Top-Scoring Programs in Illinois

Scores on each
category

Scroll down to see lowerscoring programs

Overall Score
Confidential
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Key Elements of PES+: Program Scorecards
The ranking is a starting point for program decisions. PES+ also provides a Program Scorecard
which provides data and your scores on over 50 metrics for each program in a single view. Below is
an illustrative Program Scorecard for bachelor’s-level Business programs in Illinois.
The scorecard is broken into quadrants that correspond to the market demand categories: student
demand (green box), competitive intensity (gray box), employment opportunities (blue box), and
degree fit (gold boxes).
Within each quadrant, the raw value for each criterion is shown in the Value column, and the score
associated with that value is shown in the Score column. The Percentile column indicates how each
category value and score compares to all other programs in the market for that criterion. A percentile
color key is included at the bottom of the scorecard (black box).
For example, the scorecard below shows there were 8,974 bachelor’s-level inquiries for this program
in Illinois; this inquiry volume is on the 100th percentile for all programs in the market, and therefore is
shaded dark green, and receives a score of 4 for that metric.
Aggregated scores for each demand category are shown next to the category label and an Overall
Score for the program is shown at the top of the scorecard with a color-coded box to indicate the
program’s percentile rank compared to all other programs in the market.
Program percentile ranking
Student
Demand score
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Overall
Program score

Values for Scores for
each metric each metric
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Program Scorecard: Student Demand
The Student Demand metrics included in the Program Evaluation System Plus (referenced on the
sample scorecard on the previous page and shown in more detail below) quantify student interest in
academic programs by location, degree level, and modality. Gray includes several data sources to
triangulate on total volume and trends in student demand. The most authoritative and complete
source is IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System), which includes data on
completions by program for all Title IV institutions. It tracks completion data by program and degreelevel, from certificates to post-docs, so you can tell roughly how big a program is, and whether it has
been growing.
Unfortunately, IPEDS data is intrinsically old: people choose their major years before they graduate,
so program completions reflect decisions made in four years earlier, or more. To address this issue,
Gray developed a dataset of over 70 million inquiries, which we update with roughly 700,000 new
inquiries every month. This data includes information on the student’s location, degree level sought,
program of interest, and whether they want to take it online or on-campus. We also track Google
search volumes for the largest 200 programs to identify student interest in programs that are not
captured by aggregator channels. We recently added data on international student demand to
capture the number of pages view by program and country of origin for students around the world.
Unique to Gray, we have also added estimates of online completions by in-market students, based on
data from IPEDS, NC-SARA and our proprietary brand database, to understand how many in-market
students are completing the program online, including those that complete at out-of-market
institutions. This can be an important indication of how many in-market students are “exporting”
tuition revenues to out-of-market institutions and can help colleges and universities prioritize distance
education efforts.
The system includes all current data for these metrics, as well as year-over-year changes, so you can
see if demand is trending up or down in each category.
Program Scorecard: Student Demand
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Program Scorecard: Employment Opportunities
The Employment Opportunities data in the scorecard quantifies labor market data for all academic
programs in a geographic market. Gray compiles data from several sources, including our proprietary
job postings database, BLS employment and wage data, American Community Survey (ACS) wages,
and Gainful Employment wages.
We also provide metrics such as Job Postings per Graduate, and break jobs into two categories:
direct preparation jobs and generalist jobs, to account for programs, such as History or English, where
graduates are employed in a myriad of occupations outside of their direct field of study.
A sample of the Employment section of a program scorecard is shown below.

Program Scorecard: Employment Opportunities
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Key Elements of PES+: Job Postings
Gray includes job posting data in the Employment quadrant of PES+. This data includes:
§ Count of annual job postings
§ Job postings per graduate
Unlike BLS, this data is current (to the most recent quarter) and tracks actual postings, rather than
survey data. The example below shows past year job postings in the U.S., by program. Data is
customized for each institution to pull job postings by geographic market, award level, and program.

Past Year Job Postings by Program – U.S.

Change the data
shown here (job
postings per
graduate), wages
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Program Scorecard: Competitive Intensity
The scorecard includes several sources of data on competitors. Gray tracks completions in all
markets and average and median program size. Additionally, we have developed metrics to assess
market saturation and competitive intensity using data from IPEDS, Google, inquiries, and the
Census. For example, we track completions per capita for over 300 markets, to compare and gauge
local market saturation.
The data also tracks national online completions for the program, including the number of institutions
nationally that offer the program online and the number of institutions with in-market graduates.

Program Scorecard: Competitive Intensity
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Key Elements of PES+: Competitors
For each program and market, the system produces a Report on Competition. The report provides
the name, degree level, and number of completions for every competitor for the last five years
(including online). Institutional and demographic data is also available, such as sector, tuition rates,
selectivity metrics, graduation rates, student body composition, and school rankings.
This report lets users quickly identify relevant competitors, whether or not they offer the program
online, the size of each competitor’s program, which institutions and programs are growing, and which
are declining, who has entered or exited the market, and how each institution compares on
institutional and demographic metrics.
The example below shows a Report on Competition for bachelor’s-level Business programs in the
Illinois market.

Report on Competition
Bachelor’s Business Programs – Illinois
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Key Elements of PES+: One-Dimensional Reports
Clients often like to identify programs that score well on one dimension; for example, they may want to
see which programs have the most job postings per graduate or largest Google search volumes.
These reports are easy to generate using our custom reporting system (see examples below). These
one-dimensional lists are often a good starting point for further discussion of programmatic
opportunities.

Top 15 Programs by Job Postings per Graduate
0

100

200

300

400

Computer Programming, General
Business and Management, Other
Sales/Distrib/Marketing Ops, Gen'l
Building/Property Maintenance
Computer Sys. Networking/Telecomm
Real Estate
Computer Science
Bookkeeping and Accounting Tech.
Quality Control Tech.
Corre ctions/Crim. Justice
Business Admin./Mgmt./Oper., Other
Insurance
Parks and Recreation
Logistics/Supply Chain Mgmt.
Taxation

Top 15 Programs by Google Search Volume
0

5,000

10, 000

15,000

Business Admin. and Mgmt, General
Nursing Assistant/Patient Care Aide
Accounting
Registered Nursing
Dental Hygiene/Hygienist
Law
Bible/Biblical Studies
Psychology, General
Criminal Justice/Safety Studies
Public Relations/Image Management
Electrical/Electronics Engin'g
Physician Assistant
Osteopathic Medicine/Osteopathy
Physical Therapy/Therapist

Please note, one-dimensional views are seductive—but can be very misleading. Among potential
students, Criminal Justice was a very popular, fast-growing program for several years. Unfortunately,
there were very few good jobs for graduates, which led to low placement rates, low wages, many
student complaints, and a host of regulatory issues.
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Key Elements of PES+: Programs by Market
The Multi-Market Scorecard allows you to score every IPEDS program in each of your current and
potential markets. The results are color-coded, as shown below, for example, dark green indicates a
market that scores above the 98th percentile (compared to all other programs in the specified market).
This chart displays the scores in each cell, which we often replace with the client’s enrollment. This
allows users to quickly identify high volume programs in attractive markets (high enrollment numbers
in dark green cells) and poor performers in weak markets (low enrollment numbers in red cells).

Multi-Market Scorecard
Chicago
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Key Elements of PES+: Ad Hoc Reporting
One of the most valuable features of the Program Evaluation System Plus is the ability to pull custom
data and reports from the comprehensive database underlying the system. Users can use filters to
select data by program code, program title, campus or geographic market, or a larger program
grouping such as 2-digit or 4-digit CIP code. The example below shows data for one program
(Medical/Clinical Assistant) across six geographic markets.
For the selected programs or markets, users can then select the types of data to include in the table.
The categories include the four categories used for program scoring, and the user can select any
combination of data elements within each category. The example shows six selected data elements:
inquiries, Google searches, past year job postings, job postings per graduate, the number of
competitors, and Google Cost per Click.
As with all data tables in PES+, users can also download data directly to an Excel file for further
review and analysis.

Custom Data Table
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Key Elements of PES+: Skills
Gray’s Program Evaluation System Plus provides program-specific skills data sourced from Skills
Engine, which maintains up-to-date skills data culled from millions of current job postings, public data,
and other sources. Importantly, Skills Engine uses practitioners to review and refine the skills in each
field of employment.
Skills reports identify occupational skill requirements and work activities associated with an academic
program, to help institutions align curriculum with the skills in demand by employers. This sample
report shows the Detailed Work Activities associated with a Cybersecurity program. Additional skill
reports are available as shown in the top box.

Skills Engine Score: scale of
0-99, with higher scores
indicating greater relevance
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PES+ Data Dashboards
On-Demand Data Dashboards
Many of the data streams that are built into PES+ are also available through on-demand data
dashboards for users who want to drill down on specific metrics, scan local job postings, or track trends
at the city, county, state, or national level.
Brief descriptions of each dashboard are provided below. Sample screenshots from the dashboards are
included on the following pages.
Gray’s Job Postings Dashboard contains data for millions of employer job
postings across the U.S. We have built sophisticated crosswalks, filters, and
search capabilities to let users create custom views of the data in seconds.
Users can assess broad national and regional trends, or analyze job postings
data for specific academic disciplines, programs, employers, geographic
markets, occupations, job titles, skills, and award level qualifications. You can
even view individual job postings.

Gray’s Student Inquiries Dashboard will help institutions understand what
programs are in high-demand among prospective students. Gray’s database
contains over 70 million student inquiries by program, award level, preferred
modality, and geography and is updated monthly. Users can drill down to a
state, county, or CBSA to see which programs have the highest and lowest
demand in their markets. Inquiries can also be filtered by award level and
modality.
Our Keyword Search Dashboard tracks Google search volumes by academic
program at the county and state level. You will be able to identify programs that
are experiencing high- and low demand in your markets, and how this is trending
month-to-month. Gray also tracks Google searches for academic brands. You
will be to identify local and national competitors that have a brand presence in
your markets and understand how your own institution’s brand awareness
compares to over 1,000 colleges and universities across the country.

Our International Student Demand Dashboard tracks demand for academic
programs from students across the world. The dashboard leverages meta data
from our partner, Studyportals, which provides data on over 200,000 courses at
3,750+ educational institutions across 110 countries. Gray’s dashboard tracks
Studyportals visitor patterns in the form of pageviews, which can be analyzed by
discipline, subdiscipline, student country of origin, award level, destination
location of interest (state and city), and preferred modality.
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PES+ Data Dashboards:
Job Postings
§ Track job postings and skills trends over time
§ See who’s hiring, and where
§ Track jobs by academic program
§ View individual job postings
§ Create custom keyword searches
§ Download data to Excel for further analysis
Easy-to-use selection
buttons to apply filters

2020 Job Postings

KPIs for quick reference

Occupations
What skills are in
demand?

Interactive charts
display results in
seconds

Who is hiring?

Filter job postings by:

Geographic Demand

§ Academic Program
§ Educational Quals
§ Job Title
§ SOC Title
§ State or City
§ Employer
§ Skills

Proprietary
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PES+ Data Dashboards:
Student Inquiries
§
§
§
§
§

Track current student demand for academic programs
See which programs are in demand in your markets – right now
Track inquiry growth by volume and percentage
Create map visualizations and custom data tables
Download data to Excel for further analysis

Easy-to-use selection
buttons to apply filters

KPIs for quick reference

Inquiries by Program – U.S.

Monthly volumes
show seasonal trends
and marketing activity
Demand by discipline
and program

Interactive charts
display results in
seconds

Custom data tables let you
drill down on individual
programs, degrees,
geographies, or modalities

See which programs
are growing...and
declining

Proprietary
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PES+ Data Dashboards:
Keyword Searches
§
§
§
§
§
§
KPIs for quick reference

Google searches track current student demand
Identify in-demand programs
See which competitors have a presence your markets
Create map visualizations and custom data tables
Track trends over time
Download data to Excel for further analysis
Program Searches – U.S.
Registered Nursing

Easy-to-use selection
buttons to apply filters

Search volumes and
CPC by program, state
and county

Where are searches
originating?

Google Brand Search
Western Governors University

Top Brands – CA

Drill down in
individual brands

Proprietary
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PES+ Data Dashboards:
International Student Demand
§ Which programs are international students
most interested in?
§ Which countries generate the most
pageviews?
§ What are the most popular destination
locations?
§ Download data to Excel for further analysis

Easy-to-use selection
buttons to apply filters

Top Programs

Analyze pageviews by:
§ Discipline/Subdiscipline
§ Program Level
§ Year and Month
§ Country of Origin
§ Destination Location
§ Modality

International Student Page Views
KPIs for quick reference

Top Countries

Interest by Destination Location

Proprietary
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PES+ Potential Value Creation
Gray’s Program Evaluation System Plus brings, data, rigor, speed, and scale to program analysis.
Schools no longer need to evaluate one new program at a time—and hope to hit a winner. They can
evaluate all potential new programs and pick the best for development. Schools can also evaluate all
current programs, by campus, and decide where to invest and where to cut. The time required to
make programmatic decisions can be reduced from months to days (or even minutes), which is
increasingly important as the pace of change in education continues to accelerate and competition
becomes more intense.
Fundamentally, the Program Evaluation System Plus enables you to:
§ Increase Revenue from Tuition
– Quickly identify new programs
– Identify existing programs for investment and growth

§ Reduce Cost
– Highlight weak programs in tough markets that you can cut
– Automate time-consuming work on program evaluation
§ Reduce Time-to-Market
– Evaluate individual program opportunities in minutes
– Evaluate hundreds of programs in dozens of markets in minutes
– Establish a consistent, well-understood approach to program evaluation, which will speed
up approvals
– Launch new programs more quickly

Make better, faster decisions on which programs to
Start, Stop, Sustain or Grow.
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Appendix

Program Economics Model
Sample Deliverables
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Deliverables: Economic Summary
Gray’s Program Economics Platform (PEP) provides summary financials for all programs, which can
be used to establish target contribution levels and to identify over- and under-performing programs.
Summary data includes:
§ Three-year financial performance
§ Department, program, and course totals
§ Totals by student credit hour (SCH)
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Deliverables: Contribution Analysis
Gray’s robust BI platform allows users to create custom data views in seconds to analyze program portfolio
economics. The example below maps program contribution against program size (student credit hours).
This portfolio-wide view provides insights into the drivers of an institution’s financial performance.

Program Contribution Analysis

Select metric for y-axis
Hover over a bubble to
show program name.

Select metric for x-axis

Zoom in to see additional detail

For example, the success of some schools
is driven not by the number of programs
they offer, but rather by having a few very
large programs that are highly successful
(i.e., Nursing and JD programs in the
upper-right quadrant of the chart above).
The return from the high-profit programs
allows these institutions to keep some
other programs which may make little or
no money but are vital to its mission.
By developing a methodology and system
to calculate the economics of each
program, CCC will be able to understand
the financial impact of each of your
programs and develop an informed
strategy for your optimal program mix.
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Deliverables: Program and Course Ranking
Ranking reports let users quickly compare programs and courses, to see which generate the most
revenue, which are the most expensive to teach, and which produce the greatest margins.
Program Ranking Reports

View data by
Total or SCH

View rankings by:
§ Program
§ Course
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Deliverables: Program and Course Scorecard
In addition to summary views, PEP provides detailed financial data for each program. The data
include program totals and per Student Credit Hour (SCH) metrics. Each metric is coded to reflect its
percentile rank among all programs offered at the school.
In the example below, the program’s net revenue per SCH is $421, slightly above average (in the 64th
percentile). On the other hand, its cost per SCH ($130) is among the 26% of programs with the lowest
cost. As a result, contribution per credit hour ($291) is on the higher end of programs at this school,
ranking in the 77th percentile.
Filtering to display program totals (instead of the SCH metrics shown below), would show that
because the program is very large, the program’s overall contribution ($1.13 million) ranks in the top
3% of all programs at this institution.
View data by
Total or SCH

Filters create custom views:
§ Year
§ Program
§ Semester
§ Department
§ Award Level § Course

$982

Program Scorecard: Psychology

Percentiles
provide context
for each metric

$561

$421

$130

55%

44%

$291
64%
26%
77%

Historic data shows trends over time
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Deliverables: Course Ranking
The overall results for the program are the sum of the revenue, costs, and contribution for each course
taken by students in this major. In effect, this means that program economics are the result of courselevel economics. Many of the insights and opportunities for improvement in program economics will
start at the course level. To enable this detailed understanding, PEP also displays revenues, costs, and
contribution for each of the courses taken by students in the major. As an example, contribution for
the courses associated with the Psychology program are shown in green below. The charts in blue and
red on the bottom show net revenues and instructional cost by course.
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Deliverables: Course Scorecard and Detail
The course scorecard, similar to the program scorecard, provides revenue, instructional cost, and
contribution for each course taken by students in a program.
In addition to the scorecard visualization, detailed data can be viewed as a table (and downloaded to
Excel). In the example below, most courses have similar revenue per SCH. Constant pricing across
courses is fairly common, especially in public institutions, where laws may require it. On the other hand,
cost per SCH shows greater variation.
Course Scorecard: PSYCH 201

Course Detail: Psychology Program

Excel
Download
(extract)
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Course Code

Students

Student Credit
Hours

Revenue SCH

Cost SCH

Contribution SCH

SOSCI220

47

188

$444

$321

$122

PSYCH370

42

168

$441

$141

$300

PSYCH410

39

156

$427

$127

$300

UC410

37

111

$440

$57

$382

UC150

37

111

$410

$42

$367

PSYCH200

34

34

$425

$32

$394

PSYCH320

34

136

$367

$35

$332

SOSCI210

32

128

$426

$70

$356

PSYCH350

32

128

$446

$119

$327

PSYCH330

31

124

$391

$99

$291

PSYCH300

29

29

$447

$170

$278

ASL110

27

108

$476

$72

$404

PSYCH310

27

108

$422

$31

$391

UC120

26

81

$432

$80

$353

UC200

24

75

$471

$43

$428

UC220

24

72

$407

$83

$324

PSYCH340

22

88

$407

$37

$370

UC310

21

63

$453

$156

$297

PSYCH120

20

80

$449

$74

$375

ASL111

19

76

$384

$116

$267
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Deliverables: Curricular Efficiency
Many institutions have processes in place for adding courses that faculty value and believe would
attract students. Few are organized to systematically prune courses and sections that spread a limited
enrollment over increasing numbers of courses, thereby increasing instructional costs without a
commensurate increase in revenue or educational quality.
PEP enables institutions to improve curricular efficiency by highlighting relative costs of producing a
student credit hour, as well as identifying course sections with abnormally high costs or low margins.
This data then allows for better decision making – as well as earning faculty acceptance of decisions to
reverse the typical long-term trend of worsening curricular efficiency.

$600
$500
$400
$300
$200
$100
$-

Instructional Cost per SCH by Course Department
§ Course proliferation
§ Excess course sections
§ Under-managed
independent studies and
other non-standard
offerings
Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept Dept
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Course Contribution
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Student Lifetime Value
Using the financial data for the program, PEP calculates the lifetime value of a hypothetical student in
each program. The following chart shows the financial contribution by semester for a hypothetical
student who completes their degree in 12 semesters. When the student is recruited and enrolled,
there are substantial costs with no associated revenue. Each term, as tuition exceeds direct costs, the
student approaches break-even. Eventually, this student more than pays back the initial investment.
These economics will vary by student and program. For example, “Chalk and Talk” programs usually
have lower instructional costs than nursing. As a result, the number of months required to break even
will vary by program. Early attrition makes many students unprofitable. The analysis will highlight
profitable programs to grow, the value of retention, and the number of retained students required to
break even.

Illustrative Program Profitability by Student
Cash Flow Per Semester

Months After Student Start
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